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MI is…

Have you 
ever 

changed 
anyone?

Yes, yourself…
but no one else

Can you make a difference?

“They say you can lead a They say you can lead a 
horse to water, but you horse to water, but you horse to water but you
can’t make him drink. But I can t make him drink. But I can t make him drink But
say, you can salt the oats.” 

Madeline Hunter, author 
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“If you change If you change 
the way you the way you 

look at things, look at things, 
the things you e things yo

look at look at
change.” 
Wayne Dyer

A collaborative A collaborative
conversation style for conversation style
strengthening a strengthening a 
person’s own motivation person s own motivati
and commitment to and comm
change. 
Lay definition

A personn--centered A person entered cec
counseling style for counseling style f
addressing the addressing the 
common problem of common prob
ambivalence

blem of ob
ee about ambivalen

change.
Practitioner’s definition
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Or…
A way of helping A way of help
people talk people talk 
themselves into themselves
changing

MI is about facing forwardrd…MI is about facing forwarrd……
coming alongside someone and coming alongside someone and 

facing the person’s future together 
Stephen n Rollnick

When practicing MI When practicing MI 
“you don’t need to be clever and you don t need to be clever and 

complex, just interested and complex, just interested and 
curious. An uncluttered mind helps.”

Miller & & Rollnickck, 2013, p. 61 

A taste of MI
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Dilemma/concern?
What’s okay about status quo? What’s not?

If no change, what would be at stake?
If change, your reasons? Best reason? 

If change, how…to be successful?
How important?

How confident that you u couldd change?
If change, who/what could help?

If change, next step(s)?

How was that?

Why does MI matter in Why does MI m
Housing First

maI m
stst?

What are the benefits What are the benefits 
for clients, staff, and for clients, staff
organizations?

Implementing MI Implementing MI 
in Housing First

MI 
stst…

Why training is not Why trainin
enough…
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What implementation What implementati
science tells us…

Ideas for Ideas for 
implementing MI
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Why coding and Why coding 
coaching…

Benefits for clients/residents
Feel safe, comfortable
Feel accepted, respected, understood
Willing to talk more
Feeling valued for their own knowledge and 
expertise
Open to making positive changes

Benefits for coder/coaches
Enhance your own MI skills and proficiency
Learn how to evaluate samples of MI practice
Learn how to provide structured feedback and 
coaching 
Strengthen your clinical supervision skills
Prepare for applying to become MINT trainer

Benefits for staff
Develop important skills and improve confidence
Grow professionally
Practice in non-coercive, strengths-based manner
Focus on helping people change vs. getting 
people to change
Improved job satisfaction

Benefits for teams/organizations
Better client outcomes
Improved staff satisfaction and retention
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thank you


